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ABSTRACT
Control-based approaches to self-adaptive software-intensive systems (SASs) are hailed for their optimal performance and theoretical guarantees on the reliability of adaptation behavior. However, in practice the guarantees are often threatened by model deviations occurred at runtime. In this paper, we propose a Model-guided Deviation Detector (MoD2) for timely and accurate detection of model deviations. To ensure reliability, a SAS can switch a control-based optimal controller for a mandatory controller once an unsafe model deviation is detected. MoD2 achieves both high timeliness and high accuracy through a deliberate fusion of parameter deviation estimation, uncertainty compensation, and safe region quantification. Empirical evaluation with three exemplar systems validated the efficacy of MoD2 (93.3% shorter detection delay, 39.4% lower FN rate, and 25.2% lower FP rate), as well as the benefits of the adaptation-switching mechanism (abnormal rate dropped by 29.2%).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software verification and validation; • Social and professional topics → Software selection and adaptation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Control theory has been increasingly adopted in developing self-adaptive software-intensive systems [56, 59]. In designing a control-based self-adaptive system (control-SAS for short), developers first identify a nominal model (e.g., a linear time-invariant model) of the subject system (a.k.a. the managed system, or the plant in control jargon), and then design a managing system (a.k.a. the controller in control jargon) based on the identified model with some (feedback) control mechanisms such as Proportional-Integral-Derivative control or Model Predictive Control. The advantage of this approach is that the control mechanisms have well-established mathematical foundations that theoretically guarantee the optimality and reliability of the resulting SAS [25, 47, 65].

However, software-intensive systems behave differently from physical devices to which control theory is usually applied. The behavioral patterns of the former are more dynamic and uncertain than the latter. During its execution, a managed software-intensive system’s behavior often deviates from the identified nominal model [10, 25, 49]. This model deviation, if goes beyond a certain region, will invalidate the theoretical guarantees and threaten the safety of the whole system [9, 17, 46, 65].

Such problem of model deviation has been acknowledged in the literature, but to our knowledge no satisfactory solution was given [10, 11, 23, 44, 49, 60]. Using robust controllers [11, 44] can mitigate the problem by tolerating slight deviations at the cost of less optimality and more complexity in controller design, but the problem itself remains. Some authors proposed to monitor system outputs and rebuild the controller through system re-identification once the outputs violate some specified criteria [10, 23, 49]. However, this approach is less sensitive in that model deviations could have happened much earlier than their manifestation as abnormal outputs. It is crucial to report dangerous deviations as early as possible before they cause disastrous consequences. Sliding window-based model deviation detection approaches [12, 23, 35] require extensive domain knowledge and human efforts to tune their parameters. The emerging learning-based approaches [17, 57] reduce...
the dependence on domain knowledge and human efforts, but are not speedy and accurate enough, as to be shown in Section 5.

An alternative way is to monitor the managed system’s model parameter values directly, which could save the time that a model deviation propagates to the managed system’s abnormal output. Since the nominal model’s parameter values are unobservable, one have to calculate these values based on the observable inputs and outputs. However, both internal uncertainty (e.g., process noise) and external uncertainty (e.g., measurement error) would lead to an inaccurate calculation. Sliding window could alleviate the impact of measurement error to some extent, but it is less effective in handling slight model deviation, and still faces the problem of manually tuned parameters.

In this paper, we propose the Model-guided Deviation Detector (MoD2) to support timely and accurate model deviation detection for control-SASs. The key intuition of MoD2 is to estimate the nominal model’s parameter values. Unlike most existing works that treat the nominal model’s parameter as a deterministic variable, MoD2 describes the parameter as a stochastic variable. The identified value is now considered as the parameter’s mean value, and we additionally identify the parameter’s variance. By leveraging the knowledge of the parameter’s distribution, MoD2 uses Bayesian estimation to achieve an effective estimation of its value. MoD2 also integrates two lightweight techniques, namely uncertainty compensation and safe region quantification, to further improve its accuracy without sacrificing too much timeliness.

Based on MoD2, an adaptation-supervision mechanism is implemented to alleviate the impact of model deviation with a dual-track adaption strategy. The mechanism uses a supervision loop to guard the adaptation loop of a control-SAS. Once MoD2 detects model deviation, our mechanism will switch the control theory-based optimal controller for a mandatory controller that ensures the mandatory requirements but may scarify some system utilization. When model deviation disappears, the SAS can switch back to the optimal controller again.

We evaluate our approach on three representative exemplar SAS systems, namely, SwaT [8], RUBiS [18], and video encoder [50]. We compare MoD2’s performance with two baseline approaches (i.e., a sliding window-based detector [23], and an SVM-based detector [17]). The results show the effectiveness of MoD2 which achieves 93.3% shorter detection delay, 39.4% lower FN rate, and 25.2% lower FP rate, as well as the usefulness of MoD2-based adaptation-supervision mechanism by reporting a 29.2% lower abnormal rate.

In the remainder of this paper, section 2 gives the necessary background and discusses the motivation of our work. Then, section 3 introduces the adaptation-supervision mechanism, and section 4 details our MoD2 with three main techniques. Next, section 5 shows the experimental evaluation of our approach. Finally, section 6 discusses the related work, and section 7 concludes the paper.

## 2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first introduce the background of control-SASs, with a motivating example of Secure Water Treatment testbed (SwaT for short) [8]. Then we discuss the impact of model deviation on self-adaptive systems as the limitation of existing approaches in handling model deviation. Next, we introduce Bayesian estimation and Kalman filter for estimating model parameter values. We then discuss our scope and assumptions in addressing the problem of model deviation.

### 2.1 Control-based self-adaptive systems

In recent years, control-based self-adaptive systems [16, 23, 25, 26, 56, 59, 63] became a research hotspot for its less burden on the developers’ mathematical and software knowledge to design ad-hoc self-adaptation solutions. Filieri et al. first propose a methodology (i.e., the push-button method [23]) to implement control-SASs, which includes a systematic data collection and model fitting procedure (a.k.a., system identification [48]) and a control theory-guided controller designing procedure (a.k.a., controller synthesis). The identification procedure enables the automatic construction of an approximate model for the managed system, and the synthesized controller provides theoretical guarantees to the derived managing system’s behavior in controlling adaptation.

Specifically, in system identification, control-SASs assume that the managed system’s behavior can be captured by a quantitative nominal model to improve productivity and cope with infinite kinds of environmental dynamics. A nominal model describes the relationship between the managed system’s output, the controller’s output, and the environmental input. Many types of nominal models have been proposed to support self-adaptation in various scenarios, including linear time-invariant system [4, 35, 61], linear time-varying system [37], and nonlinear time-invariant system [11].

In controller synthesis, control-SASs leverage various control-theoretical techniques to design the optimal controllers for various scenarios. Two of the most prevailing techniques are proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control [24, 44, 60], and model predictive control [4, 5, 49, 51]. A controller’s workflow resembles the conventional self-adaptation mechanism that consists of continuous adaptation loops of monitoring, analyzing, planning, and executing. A controller’s behavior should be subject to the control properties, for example, the SASO properties (i.e., stability, accuracy, settling time, and overshoot) [36].

Here, we use the SwaT system to explain the concepts of control-SASs. SwaT is a fully operational scaled-down water treatment plant that produces doubly-filtered drinking water. SwaT consists of five water-processing tanks, as well as the pipes connecting those tanks. The in-coming valve and out-going valve of each tank can be controlled remotely. The objective of a self-adaptive SwaT system is to enable safe (e.g., no overflow or underflow in any of the tanks) and efficient (e.g., maximum clean water production) water filtering under different environmental situations (e.g., the initial water level of the five tanks and the in-coming water flow of the first tank).

To build such a self-adaptive SwaT system following the control-SASs methodology, we can use the following linear time-invariant system to describe the SwaT in system identification.

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}(k) &= A \cdot x(k-1) + B \cdot u(k-1) \\
y(k) &= C \cdot x(k)
\end{align*}
\] (1)

where \(k\) denotes a serial number of the adaption loop. For the variables, \(x(k)\) describes SwaT’s current running state (i.e., the in-coming and out-going water of the five tanks), \(x(k-1)\) describes
the historical state, \( y(k) \) describes the system’s output value (i.e., the measured water levels of five tanks), and \( \bar{u}(k-1) \) describes its received control signal (i.e., the valves’ opening time in an adaptation loop).

The parameters in Equation 1, including \( A \), \( B \), and \( C \), are identified for the system since their values cannot be measured directly. Each of these parameters represents a specific dynamical feature of SWaT. Specifically, \( A \) represents the system’s delay property, which describes the interval between the time when a controller requests to turn on/off a valve and the time when the valve is turned on/off. \( B \) represents the system’s controllability, which describes the influence of turning on/off a valve upon the system’s running state. \( C \) represents the system’s observability, which describes the mapping between each tank’s in-coming and out-going water flow and the measured water level.

Based on the identified parameter values, SWaT’s developers provide a suite of well-designed controllers to enable the system’s adaptation to different environmental situations. These controllers leverage both control-theory and rule-based domain knowledge to guide the control strategies of various valves. Concretely, there are a total of six controllers. Four control the in-coming and out-going valves of one or two tanks, respectively. Two controllers control the general water treatment procedure and coordinate with the other four.

Control theory guarantees the self-adaptive SWaT system subjecting to the control properties. For example, the water in all tanks should neither overflow nor underflow (i.e., subject to no overshoot property). Meanwhile, the water level in all tanks should reach the desired level quickly (i.e., subjecting to low settling time property), in order to maximize SWaT’s clean water production.

Lots of self-adaptive system researchers acknowledge the existence of model deviation, and propose different solutions. In push-button-method [23], Filieri et.al first identify model deviation, address it by monitoring system outputs, and rebuild the controller through system re-identification. Some other works [10, 24, 49] also rely on re-identification to handle model deviation. Some researchers focus on improving the controller’s robustness to tolerate slight deviations [11, 44].

These solutions have their own limitations. For the robust strengthening approaches, model deviation does cause the controller designed by field experts to behave abnormally, in our previous motivating example of SWaT. We cannot simply assume that developer-designed controllers could overcome model deviation as in [11, 44]. For the re-identification approaches, it is too slow to be effective since model deviations could have happened much earlier than their manifestation as abnormal outputs (Kang et.al report that it takes around 5 minutes for a detected attack to fail SWaT’s execution [42]). The latency between model deviation’s occurrence and its observable consequences make it crucial to report dangerous deviations as early as possible.

As we discussed in Section 1, the challenge is to balance the detection’s timeliness and accuracy. Existing works fail to balance this in detecting model deviation. For the sliding window-based approaches that have been exploited long by self-adaptive researchers [12, 23, 35], their performance largely depends on manual or empirical settings (e.g., size of the sliding window-based and the threshold for monitored system’s output values). It often requires extensive domain and mathematical knowledge for an appropriate setting, which is impossible for non-experts. For those newly-proposed learning-based approaches [17, 57], they usually combine multiple test results for improving their detection accuracy, which prolongs their detection delay. What’s more, these approaches often require binary training sets, the positive instances of which can hardly be prepared since the managed system’s behavior under model deviation is unpredictable.

Our MoD2 addresses the challenge above following the guidance of the nominal model. First, MoD2 fundamentally decreases its detection delay by deriving the nominal model’s parameter values with Bayesian estimation. Second, MoD2 improves its estimation accuracy and detection accuracy with two supporting techniques, namely, uncertainty compensation and safe region quantification. Third, MoD2 further reduces the time overhead of its estimation and detection by Kalman filter and probability-based quantification, respectively.

### 2.2 Model deviation in control-based self-adaptive systems

Model deviation undermines control-SASs. Model deviation is the mismatch between the nominal model’s identified parameter values and its actual values at runtime. The occurrence of model deviation may invalidate the theoretical guarantees provided by control theory and could potentially cause the abnormal behavior of a control-SAS.

Let us consider two real-world cases of model deviation in SWaT. The first one is reported by Adepu et al. that network attacks could cause SWaT’s abnormal behavior [1]. For instance, if the controller’s signal of turning on a valve is blocked or tampered with, the valves’ opening time will be changed accordingly. Then, when the controlled tank’s water level exceeds an alarming level, the corresponding controller will still control the valves according to the unchanged \( B \) value and cause tank overflow.

In the second case, the physical condition of SWaT’s pipes and valves will also lead to model deviation. For example, physical abrasion [21] may wear the valves and result in the change of water flow rate (i.e., system’s controllability feature \( B \)). When a controller still controls the valves based on the unchanged \( B \) value, the water flow into the tank will be smaller than what the controller expected and may cause the tank to underflow.

Bayesian estimation [29] enables one to estimate an unobservable parameter value (the value of \( B(k) \) in our case). To improve its accuracy, the approach requires a priori information about the parameter’s distribution (i.e., mean value and variance of all collected \( B \) values in system identification). Bayesian estimation works in an iterative manner. In each iteration, we first compute a prior distribution of the concerned parameter that matches the past observations and the identified distribution. Then, the prior is combined with the current observations to obtain a posterior distribution which is reported as the current estimation value.
In Bayesian estimation, one has to calculate the prior and posterior distributions in every iteration, which brings a considerable overhead. Kalman filter reduces this overhead by deriving the current prior and posterior distributions through updating the previous distributions. Specifically, Kalman filter uses a recursive factor $K$ (also called Kalman gain) to approximate the relationship of the prior/posterior distributions from two or multiple consecutive iterations. When such relationship is linear or can be approximate linearly, Kalman filter could produce an accurate and fast estimation of the concerned parameter.

### 2.4 Our scope and assumptions

Due to the various application scenarios of self-adaptive systems, the proposed MoD2 has its scope and assumptions for ease of discussion and presentation. We delineate our scope based on existing work and inherit pre-existing assumptions from other self-adaptation or control theory research. Notice we only give our assumptions and clarify their realistic here. We will discuss MoD2’s limitations brought by these assumptions in Section 4.4.

**Nominal model.** In this work, we focus on linear time-invariant system (LTI system for short). LTI system is one of the most widely-used models among self-adaptation researchers [35, 49, 60], and has been successfully applied in different subjects [4, 61].

**Model deviation.** We focus on two types of model deviation, discrete behavior and inaccurate environmental interaction, following the two reported cases in our motivating example of SWaT. One occurs when a controller produces its control signals (e.g., block or tamper with the instruction to open the valves) and the other occurs when the managed system receives the control signals (e.g., water flow changing due to physical abrasion).

Based on the two types of model deviation, in this work, we focus on the deviation of the managed system’s controllability features (i.e., the parameter $B$) and assume that the managed system’s delay and observability features (i.e., parameter $A$ and $C$) are comparatively stable. Recent literatures [1, 2, 41] report and validate the deviation of the controllability features.

We also assume that $B(i)$ is a unary parameter for ease of presentation. Nevertheless, our approach can be applied to a multinary parameter.

**Environmental uncertainty.** Environmental uncertainty is the known unknown information at runtime [4, 20]. As a result, one has to model the target uncertainty first before addressing it. In this paper, we assume that the environmental uncertainty can be described by a linear time-invariant model or a normal distribution. The former is a widely used approach in describing uncertain environmental input by the control theory [13, 62], and the latter is a typical setting for describing uncertainty’s influence among self-adaptive systems [19, 64].

### 3 AN ADAPTATION-SUPERVISION MECHANISM

To address the problem of model deviation, this paper proposes an adaptation-supervision mechanism to supervise the execution of control-SASs as shown in Figure 1. Intuitively, we added a new parallel supervision loop to a control-SAS. The supervisor continuously monitors the adaptation loop. When model deviation is detected, the supervisor immediately “falls back” to a safer (but less efficient) mandatory controller and recovers to the main control loop after successful model re-identification.

The supervisor consists of three major components: a model-guided deviation detector (MoD2, which is this paper’s primary focus), a mandatory controller, and a switcher. Underlined blocks in Figure 1 denote these newly added components.

In the adaptation-supervision mechanism, we first require the system designer to provide a mandatory controller that guarantees minimal system functionality (i.e., mandatory requirements) even on nominal-model deviation. Mandatory controllers have been extensively studied by the community of control-SASs, e.g., by adopting architectural-guided [27] or goal-driven rules [58].

With both control theory-based optimal controller and mandatory controller, the switcher coordinates them on the MoD2. The switcher immediately changes the adaptation loop from using the optimal controller to using the mandatory controller on model deviation to reduce the unpredictable influences to a minimum. The switcher is also responsible for consistently conducting model re-identification and turning back to the optimal controller when the abnormal situation has disappeared (e.g., the network attack of...
SWaT was blocked by a firewall. The switcher can be implemented following the push button method [23]. Therefore, the design of an efficient and effective model-deviation detector (our MoD2) should be the key point.

4 MOD2: MODEL-GUIDED DEVIATION DETECTOR

The three major technical designs (and contributions) of the proposed MoD2 are:

1. MoD2 directly estimates the nominal model’s parameter values by modeling the nominal model’s parameter $B$ as a time-variant stochastic variable $\hat{B}(k)$. In contrast with existing work, which is mostly based on the observable outputs $y(k)$, this white-box approach accelerates the model-deviation detection and improves the accuracy.

2. MoD2 compensates environmental uncertainty in the nominal model by introducing compensation terms to reduce the consequences of measurement errors, yielding improved model-deviation estimation accuracy. MoD2 adopts the Kalman filter, a fast Bayesian estimator, to accelerate its estimation on the parameter values.

3. MoD2 directly quantifies the nominal model’s theoretical safe region without the need for calibrating an empirical threshold based on execution traces of the managed system. By using the necessary conditions under which model deviation can make the controller behave abnormally, MoD2 directly (and thus timely) reports model deviation with sufficient probabilistic confidence.

These technical details are elaborated as follows.

4.1 Parameter deviation estimation

We first describe the concerned model parameter $B$ as a time-variant stochastic variable $\hat{B}(k)$:

$$B(k) = B(k-1) + \omega \cdot (\hat{B} - B(k-1)) + q(k)$$

(2)

where: (1) The parameter’s deviation is described as the sudden changes of centripetal force $\omega$ that drive $B(k)$ away from identified $\hat{B}$. (2) The parameter’s inherent fluctuation is described as a random walk procedure, the step of which subjects to a normal distribution $q(k)$. If the system is free from model deviation (i.e., $\omega = 0$), the variance of $q(k)$ equals to the variance of $B(k)$, which can be acquired along with the identification of $\hat{B}$.

Combining Equation 1 and Equation 2 enables MoD2 to estimate the value of $B(k)$ in a Bayesian approach. Specifically, in the $i$-th adaptation loop, a prior distribution of $B(i)$ is computed that fits the previous posterior distribution $\hat{B}(i-1)$ and identified variance of $q(k)$, according to Equation 2. Then, MoD2 calibrates the posterior distribution of $B(i)$ by updating the prior distribution of $B(i)$ with the current observation (i.e., $\hat{x}(i-1)$, $\hat{u}(i-1)$, and $y(i)$), according to Equation 1.

Note that we might not be able to observe the value of system state $\hat{x}(i)$ directly in some cases. We also use Bayesian estimation to estimate $\hat{x}(i)$’s value. In this situation, each iteration of Bayesian estimation has two steps. MoD2 first estimates $\hat{x}(i-1)$’s value by treating the previous estimated $B(i-1)$ as an observation. Then, the obtained $\hat{x}(i-1)$ is used to estimate the current parameter value $B(i)$.

4.2 Uncertainty compensation

Due to various environmental uncertainties, a direct estimation of $B(i)$’s value is usually inaccurate. To reduce uncertainty-based errors in the estimations of $B(i)$, we refine the nominal model by compensating for environmental uncertainty and accelerate our estimation with the Kalman filter.

Using compensation terms to refine a nominal model is a widely-used technique in the control theory community [30]. However, one has to carefully design the effective compensation terms. Here, we introduce three different compensation terms. One is the measured environmental input $a(k)$, which can be used to posterior calibrate our estimated $B(i)$’s value. We use a linear time-invariant model to describe the influence brought by environmental input. The other two compensation terms, $w(k)$ and $v(k)$, capture the influences of measurement errors on the managed system’s internal state and external behavior, respectively. According to our assumptions, we depict $w(k)$ and $v(k)$ as normal distribution of variance $W$ and $V$.

Then, the nominal model (Equation 1) is refined with three compensation terms, as follows:

$$\hat{x}(k) = A \cdot \hat{x}(k-1) + B(k) \cdot \hat{u}(k-1) + \gamma \cdot a(k) + w(k)$$

(3)

$$y(k) = C \cdot \hat{x}(k) + v(k)$$

where $\gamma$ is the coefficient of the linear model that describes $a(k)$. The value of $\gamma$ which is acquired during system identification along with other model parameters.

Based on Equation 3, MoD2 further alleviates the impact of measurement error by transforming the nominal model to difference equations. In the original nominal model, the measurement error on parameter values (e.g., $A$) is multiplied by other variables (e.g., $\hat{x}(k-1)$). As a result, a large variable value would amplify the measurement error and make the following estimation less accurate. MoD2 uses the difference equation to address the impact of this multiplier effect. If the managed system’s behavior is free from severe changes, a variable’s values in two consecutive adaptation loops should not differ a lot [14, 55], and the difference equation can thus alleviate the multiplier effect. Otherwise, it could be easier for us to detect. In this paper, we use $\Delta \alpha \cdot A(k)$ to denote the difference between variable $\alpha$’s values in the $k$-th and $(k-1)$-th adaptation loop (i.e., $\Delta \alpha \cdot A(k) = \alpha(k) - \alpha(k-1)$). Thus the difference equations of the nominal model are listed as follows:

$$\Delta \hat{x}(k) = A \cdot \Delta \hat{x}(k-1) + B(k) \cdot \Delta \hat{u}(k-1) + \gamma \cdot \Delta a(k) + \Delta w(k)$$

$$\Delta y(k) = C \cdot \Delta \hat{x}(k) + \Delta v(k)$$

(4)

Notice that if the controller’s control signal keeps unchanged, the difference equations are ineffective since the estimated $B$ will be eliminated by multiplying zero ($\Delta \hat{u}(k-1) = \hat{u}(k) - \hat{u}(k-1) = 0$). In this situation, we use the original nominal model to estimate $B(k)$’s value instead of the difference equations.

With those compensation terms introduced, it would be extremely time-consuming to perform the original Bayesian estimation. MoD2 accelerates its estimation by using Kalman filter [43, 45],
a more efficient linear quadratic estimation approach. Conceptually, Kalman filter works by updating the prior distribution of $B(i)$ with the latest observation only (i.e., $\tilde{x}(i-1)$, $\tilde{u}(i-1)$, and $y(i)$), instead of re-calculating the prior with all historical observations (i.e., $\tilde{x}(0)$–$\tilde{x}(i-1)$, $\tilde{u}(0)$–$\tilde{u}(i-1)$, and $y(0)$–$y(i)$). MoD2’s Kalman filter parameter estimation also follows an iterative manner as the original Bayesian estimation. However, it can give a more accurate normal distribution of the estimated parameters by filtering the effects of compensation terms (i.e., $a(i)$, $w(i)$, and $v(i)$).

### 4.3 Safe region quantification

Once the distribution of $B(i)$ is estimated, MoD2 has to check whether it suffers model deviation or not. We combine the nominal model listed in Equation 4 with a theoretical safe region and use a cumulative distribution function to calculate the probability that $B(i)$’s actual value exceeds the safe region. Unlike existing works that use a manual or empirical threshold, MoD2’s safe region represents the necessary condition under which the controller’s behavior is guaranteed by control theory. As a result, MoD2 would distinguish the normal executions from the abnormal ones even though the executions have not been empirically explored and makes its detection more accurate.

It is the control theory, which helps developers design the original controllers, that shapes the safe regions for the derived controllers. A controller’s safe region can be captured by either formal analysis or experimental study. For PID and MPC controllers, their safe region can be theoretically derived by frequency response analysis [38, 40] and linear matrix inequality [31], respectively. How to capture a theoretical safe region is out of our scope. If it is extremely hard to capture the theoretical safe region of a complex controller, we will turn back to empirical study or statistic analysis on the execution traces. Formally, parameter $B$’s safe region $\Theta_B$ can be defined as the interval between a lower bound $\Theta^L_B$ and an upper bound $\Theta^U_B$.

Given a controller’s safe region $\Theta_B$, $B(i)$’s cross-border detection can still be inaccurate due to the estimation error of $B(i)$’s value. Most existing works combine possible results in different adaptation loops to improve their accuracy, which inevitably delays their detection. MoD2’s estimated distributions of the parameter value naturally combines the past observations and avoids using multi-time detections.

MoD2 uses a probability-based approach to detect $B$’s deviation with a confidence interval $CI$. The probability that $B(i)$’s value falls within the safe region $[\Theta^L_B, \Theta^U_B]$ can be calculated by a cumulative distribution function, as shown in Equation 5, where $f_{B(i)}(x)$ is $B(k)$’s probability density function. Particularly, the estimated $B(i)$’s distribution in our case is subject to a normal distribution (i.e., $B(i) \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu(i), \sigma(i))$). If the derived probability $\hat{p}(i)$ exceeds a confidence interval $CI$, MoD2 will report model deviation and trigger the switching of adaptation.

$$\hat{p}(k) = \int_{\Theta^L_B}^{\Theta^U_B} f_{B(k)}(x) \, dx$$

MoD2 also uses an active detector to handle the situation when the optimal controller produces no control signal by using hypothesis testing to reveal possible model deviation. We use normal distribution to depict the variation properties (e.g., residuals) of the managed system’s output when no control signal comes and detect model deviation by checking whether the measured variation is consistent with the pre-identified distribution.

### 4.4 Discussions on MoD2

**Assumptions and limitations.** In Section 2.4 we listed our assumptions in MoD2 design. Now, we discuss the limitations brought by these assumptions, as well as the possible solutions to free our approach from these assumptions.

First, we assume that the managed system’s nominal model is described as a LTI model. Our approach can be directly extended to other types of nominal models since the three major technical designs of MoD2 are independent of the types of the nominal model. Other types of models might make Kalman filter less effective due to their more complicated forms. However, extended Kalman filter [43] would alleviate this by supporting non-linear or time-variant nominal models.

Second, we assume that the deviated parameter is the controllability parameter (i.e., $B$) only, and the parameter has a unary description. Since our parameter estimation on $B(k)$ requires no more than the identified value of the other two parameters (i.e., $A$ and $C$), MoD2 can also be extended to detect model deviation on one of these two parameters. However, detecting model deviation on multiple parameters is challenging and remains open. As we explained previously that $B$’s unary description is for the ease of discussion only, MoD2 can be applied to a multi-unary parameter. In fact, in our later experiments, we already run MoD2 to detect model deviation on binary parameters (with subject SWaT [8]).

Third, we assume that the compensated uncertainty terms can be described in normal distributions. Though normal distribution can be applied to most types of uncertainties reported by recent literature [19, 64], our approach can adapt to other types of uncertainty models by estimating model parameter value using other filters, such as particle filter.

**Parameter as stochastic variable.** To the best of our knowledge, all existing works treat the nominal model’s parameter as a deterministic variable. Different from these pieces of works, MoD2 considers the concerned parameter as a stochastic variable, which is the key to the estimation in our approach. Besides the parameter’s mean value derived through system identification, we additionally use the parameter’s variance to make our estimation robust in handling the parameter’s inherent fluctuation.

Leveraging the parameter’s variance does not bring a significant burden to our approach. In fact, during system identification, such variance information is once collected but eventually overlooked. In system identification, the parameter’s value is derived based on a collection of execution traces of the managed system. Since different traces could infer different candidate parameter values, linear regression is introduced to predict a parameter value that best fits all execution traces. Conventional system identification only reports this fitted value, and the candidate values are simply discarded. However, when the nominal model’s parameter is treated as a stochastic variable, those candidates actually reflect the inherent inflection of the parameter. As such, in our MoD2, the previous fitted value is considered as the mean value of the parameter, and...
We evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of MoD2 and MoD2-deviation detection approach in the push-bottom method [23]) and timely and accurate detection of model deviation in self-adaptive software-intensive systems. RQ1 Can MoD2 timely and effectively detect model deviation for self-adaptive systems? RQ2 How useful is MoD2-based adaptation-supervision mechanism in terms of avoiding abnormal self-adaptation behavior?

5 EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Experiment setup

5.1.1 Experimental subjects. We selected three prevalent subject systems from the community of self-adaptive systems. Each subject is provided with a control theory-derived controller and a mandatory controller, both of which are either given by the subject’s developers or implemented following existing works.

- SWaT, a water treatment testbed we described in Section 2. The original control theory-derived controller is inherited from the programmable logic controllers in [17]. The mandatory controller (developed following [27, 58]) keeps the tank water level between upper and lower alarm levels locally.
- RUBiS, a web auction system (studied in [11, 44, 54]) that can adaptively change compression parameters to balance the throughput and video quality. The original control theory-derived controller (also from [23]) adjusts the compression parameters to achieve smooth and high-resolution video streams. The mandatory controller (also developed following [27, 58]) keeps a no-lagging video stream by decreasing the compression parameter values accordingly.
- Encoder, a video compression and streaming system designed for high system utilization and low response time. The mandatory controller from [44] is tuned for high system utilization and low response time. The mandatory controller from [44] guarantees in-time response and maintains affordable system utilization.

5.1.2 Test configurations. We conducted the experiments on predefined test configurations and compare MoD2 to SWDetecter and LFM over a series of test configurations (configurations for short). Given a subject system, each configuration is a simulated system run that consists of at most one model deviation. A configuration is negative if it contains no model deviation. Otherwise, a configuration that contains one model deviation is categorized as positive.

Since the subject’s controllability features (i.e., the value of B) cannot be directly manipulated, we simulate model deviation resulted from discrete behavior by changing the subject’s parameter values, and inaccurate environmental interaction by changing its environmental inputs.

Specifically, a configuration is denoted by a quintuple of \((env_i, env_d, para_i, para_d, t)\), in which \(env_i\) and \(env_d\) denote the initial and deviated environmental input, \(para_i\) and \(para_d\) denote the initial and deviated model parameters, and \(t\) denotes the time point of model deviation. Initially, the subject and its running environment are reset with the initial parameters \(para_i\) and \(env_i\). At time point \(t\), the model parameter is changed to \(para_d\) and the environmental input is changed to \(env_d\). For a negative configuration, \(para_i = \ldots\)
Table 2: Comparison of MoD2 and SWDetector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SWaT− &amp; SWaT+</th>
<th>RUBiS− &amp; RUBiS+</th>
<th>Encoder− &amp; Encoder+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MTD(s)</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN(%)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP(%)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT (time(s))</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 200 different configurations. Table 1 describes our configurations by our-own since no existing settings available. Each group includes 200 different configurations. Notice that a positive configuration may never violate any control properties (e.g., overshoot of the water level in SWaT or fails to fulfill its mandatory requirements (e.g., overflow or underflow in SWaT). The model deviation time is measured as the subject system’s execution time after we inject model deviation. Notice that a positive configuration may never violate any control property, as we discussed in Section 2, model deviation is a necessary condition, not a sufficient condition, to the system’s abnormal behavior.

5.1.3 Evaluation criteria. We measure the timeliness by the mean time delay (MTD, i.e., the average interval between the deviation point and the detection point of a positive configuration). Notice that we only consider the correctly-detected positive configurations in MTD.

We measure the accuracy by the false-negative rate (FN rate, i.e., the percentage of positive configurations that are falsely detected to be negative) and the false-positive rate (FP rate, i.e., the percentage of negative configurations that are falsely detected to be positive). Noticing that each positive configuration can be divided into a negative part (i.e., execution before the time point of model deviation) and positive part (i.e., execution after the time point of model deviation). FP also accounts for the positive configurations that are falsely detected in their negative parts.

5.1.4 Experiment procedure. We conducted all the experiments on an ECS server of Alibaba Cloud with 8 CPUs and 16GB of memory.

To answer RQ1, we compare three approaches’ achieved MTD, FN rate, and FP rate on different configuration sets. We first compare the performance of MoD2 against SWDetector on SWaT−, SWaT+, SWaT−, RUBiS−, RUBiS+, Encoder−, Encoder+. We then compare the performance of MoD2, SWDetector, and LFM on SWaT−, since LFM is proposed to address the challenges of attack-induced abnormal behavior only. The SWDetector is set with two different thresholds (θ = 3σ or θ = 6σ), which are two of the suggested settings in [53].

We also study the impact of system identification, which could produce various identification values required by MoD2 (i.e., y−, W, V). We compare the performance of MoD2 with the identified values from different amounts of data (20–100%, step of 20%).

We measure the usefulness by the positive configuration’s abnormal rate (i.e., the ratio of a subject system’s abnormal operation time to its suffered model deviation time). The abnormal operation time is measured as the time during which the subject system violates any control properties (e.g., overshoot of the water level in SWaT) or fails to fulfill its mandatory requirements (e.g., overflow or underflow in SWaT). The model deviation time is measured as the subject system’s execution time after we inject model deviation. Notice that a positive configuration may never violate any control property, as we discussed in Section 2, model deviation is a necessary condition, not a sufficient condition, to the system’s abnormal behavior.

Figure 2: A case study on three positive configurations


Table 3: Comparison of MoD2’s performance with different amounts of identification traces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SWaT &amp; SWaT⁺</th>
<th>RUBiS &amp; RUBiS⁺</th>
<th>Encoder⁻ &amp; Encoder⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>identification error</td>
<td>-2.5%, 3.8%</td>
<td>-26.6%, 11.7%</td>
<td>1.2%, 6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTD(s)</td>
<td>40.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN(%)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP(%)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of the abnormal rates w/wo adaptation-supervision mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>original</th>
<th>MoD2-based</th>
<th>SWDetector-based (θ=3σ)</th>
<th>SWDetector-based (θ=6σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWaT</td>
<td>14.0% (162.45s)</td>
<td>0.0% (0.00s)</td>
<td>10.6% (114.35s)</td>
<td>7.1% (71.32s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUBiS</td>
<td>61.1% (1953.00s)</td>
<td>2.0% (60.00s)</td>
<td>11.1% (398.10s)</td>
<td>10.6% (386.40s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video encoder</td>
<td>16.2% (2.92s)</td>
<td>0.4% (0.08s)</td>
<td>6.6% (1.19s)</td>
<td>0.1% (0.02s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Comparison results of MoD2, SWDetector and LFM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SWaT⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MoD2</td>
<td>MTD(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFM</td>
<td>886.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWDetector (θ=3σ)</td>
<td>84.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWDetector (θ=6σ)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Experiment Results

RQ1 (effectiveness) Table 2 shows the performance of MoD2 and SWDetector for the three subjects. Considering detection timeliness, MoD2’s detecting time for model deviation varies in different subjects. The reported MTD is 40.11 seconds for SWaT, 0.00 seconds for both RUBiS and video encoder. When comparing with SWDetectors, MoD2’s achieved MTD is 185.76s smaller on average for the subjects. We notice that the two SWDetectors report similar detection delay for subject video encoder. This is because our injected model deviation would produce a severe change of the managed system’s output, which favors the SWDetector’s monitoring on the output values.

As for detection accuracy, MoD2 achieves good FN and FP rate in detecting model deviation. Generally, the average FN rate of MoD2 is 0.7% (0.0%–2.0%) and the average FP rate of MoD2 is 1.1% (0.0%–3.0%). We notice that for SWaT, the reported FN and FP rate are zero. For RUBiS, MoD2’s reported FN rate is zero and FP rate is 0.3% which is caused by the active detector. MoD2 reports a 3.0% FN rate and a 2.0% FP rate for video encoder. This is caused by the difference between the selected initial estimate variance of model parameter value and its true value.

Comparing with SWDetectors of different settings, MoD2’s FN rate is averagely 39.4% lower (−1.0%–100.0%), and its FP rate is averagely 25.2% lower (−0.5%–93.3%). When the SWDetector uses the best setting only (i.e., the window size is 28, and the threshold θ is 6σ), MoD2’s FN rate is averagely 33.5% lower (−1.0%–100.0%), and its FP rate is averagely 1.6% lower (−0.5%–5.2%). We notice that MoD2’s accuracy is slightly lower than SWDetectors on the subject of VideoEncoder. In this subject, the injected model deviation would immediately cause severe changes in the managed system’s output, which favors the sliding window-based approach. MoD2 sacrifices its accuracy in detecting such noticeable model deviations slightly (1.0% lower FN rate and 0.5% lower FP rate) in exchange for its accuracy in detecting covert model deviations (50.8% higher FN rate and 2.7% higher FP rate).

To answer RQ2, we compare three subjects’ abnormal rate on different configuration sets with and without MoD2-based adaptation-supervision. We also implemented and evaluated two SWDetector-based adaptation-supervision mechanisms to study the role of our proposed MoD2. We measure the abnormal rate on SWaT⁺, RUBiS⁺, and Encoder⁺ respectively.

Table 5 gives the experimental results on dataset SWaT⁺ (i.e., the positive configurations by injecting attacks to SWaT system). Basically, MoD2 outperforms the other three approaches (including the SWDetectors of different settings) in terms of detection timeliness and detection accuracy. MoD2 successfully detect all model deviations in a quite short time (averagely 11.15 seconds) with no false alarm. The learning-based LFM approach also achieves a good detection accuracy. However, it requires much longer time (886.45 seconds, 78.5 times longer than MoD2’s) to work. The reason for LFM’s large detection delay is that the accuracy of the trained classifier should be above a threshold of 85% to avoid false alarms. For SWDetector with a better setting (i.e., θ = 6σ), although it reports the shortest detection time (1.06 seconds) and no false alarm, it fails to detect 37.5% positive configurations, which is the worst among the compared approaches.

To better demonstrate MoD2’s effectiveness in detecting model deviation, we also perform a detailed study on the positive configurations that the baseline approaches fail to give a timely and accurate detection. We list three of those positive configurations in Figure 2. The first and the third configurations are gained by injecting network attacks to SWaT, and the second one is derived by injecting manipulation disturbance to SWaT’s valves. For each of the configurations, we list the measured output value y(k) (in the first line chart) and MoD2’s estimated parameter values B̂(k) (in the last two line charts, corresponding to the two arguments in B̂(k)).

We use different marked lines to denote the time of model deviation injection, the time of MoD2’s detection, the time of SWDetector’s detection, the time of LFM’s detection, and the time abnormal behavior appeared respectively. For the time of MoD2’s detection,
we also mark it on the corresponding \( B_i(k) \)’s line chart, indicating which argument exceeds its safe region.

For the first configuration, all of the three approaches successfully detect model deviation. However, LFM requires longer time since it has to gather multiple testing results to give an accurate detection. Such high detection delay makes LFM’s detection unfeasible since SWaT’s execution has already broken the control property (i.e., stability property) by the time it reports. For the second configuration, SWDetector’s detection is too slow to be effective since the monitored output value shows no difference from the negative configuration in the early stages. For the third configuration, both SWDetector and LFM fail to detect model deviation. Their missing detections are reasonable since this model deviation has not caused severe consequences in SWaT’s execution till the end of the execution trace. However, according to [17], this model deviation will eventually cause SWaT’s abnormal behavior if the execution is prolonged from 30 minutes to 60 minutes.

Table 3 compares MoD2’s performance with different amounts of traces for identification. We also listed the variation of the identified values (i.e., identification error) used by MoD2. Generally, changing the amount of identification traces has a limited impact on MoD2’s effectiveness. The mean detection delay fluctuates in a small range (40.175–40.213 s for SWaT and 0.008–0.080 s for both RUBiS and video encoder) as the used amount of identification traces changes. MoD2 with different amounts of identification traces reports exactly the same FN and FP rate. Table 3 reveals MoD2’s stable performance.

In summary, MoD2 can detect model deviation with low detection delay (average 15.37 s) and good accuracy (0.8% FN rate and 1.0% FP rate). Comparing with the baseline approaches, MoD2 achieves a smaller detection delay (average 185.76 s or 93.3% smaller), as well as a better accuracy (39.4% lower FN rate and 25.2% lower FP rate).

RQ2 (usefulness) Table 4 compares the three subjects’ abnormal rates on different positive configuration sets with different adaptation-supervision mechanisms. For the subjects with our MoD2-based mechanism, the average abnormal rate is 1.2% (0.0%–2.0%). Comparing with the subjects without our mechanisms (denoted as original), the abnormal rates drop 29.2% (14.0%–59.1%) on average. This result validates the usefulness of our approach in alleviating the impact of model deviation. Particularly, our mechanism achieves a zero abnormal rate for SWaT system (i.e., prevent all model-deviation-caused severe consequences), while the abnormal rate without our mechanism is 14.0%. So even if SWaT’s optimal controllers are carefully designed and implemented by the field experts, one cannot assume that the controllers’ robustness could handle all cases of model deviation [17].

We also list each subjects’ abnormal operation time along with their suffered abnormal rates. Each subject averagely suffers 706.12 seconds abnormal operation time in each configuration without MoD2. In other words, the corresponding control-SASs fail to provide any guarantees on the subject systems’ behavior in nearly 11.77 minutes. Notice that the aforementioned abnormal operation time could be longer if model deviation has not been appropriately addressed, since the execution we collected only lasts for 30 minutes.

Comparing with the two SWDetector-based mechanisms, the results reflect the importance of our MoD2 in guarding the subjects’ adaptation. Specifically, MoD2-based mechanism achieves 6.5% lower abnormal rate (3.0%–8.9%), as well as 141.87 seconds shorter abnormal operation time. We believe that MoD2 is more effective in protecting control-SASs.

The result displayed in Table 4 can also partly reflect the correctness of detecting model deviation based on estimated parameter values. The abnormal rate with supervision indicates the output abnormalities prevented by our detection (1.2% on average), which echoes the low FN rate of MoD2. The abnormal rate without supervision would imply the low FP rate of MoD2, and that average 30.4% of the experimental subjects’ execution time suffers abnormalities.

In summary, Our MoD2-based adaptation-supervision mechanism can alleviate the impact of model deviation on the managed system. With the support of our mechanism, the abnormal rate averagely drops by 29.2% comparing the original control-SASs and averagely drops by 6.5% comparing the SWDetector-based mechanism.

5.3 Threats to Validity

One major concern on the validity of our empirical conclusions is the selection of evaluation subjects. We only use three subjects as the managed systems. This might harness the generalization of our conclusions. A comprehensive evaluation requires a full understanding of the managed systems, as well as their suitable control theory-derived controllers. This requirement restricts our choice of possible experimental subjects. Nevertheless, we believe that our selected subjects are representative of their different platforms (including network systems and cyber-physical systems) and architectures (including single controller and multiple controllers). Moreover, all of the selected subjects are widely used by other self-adaptation researchers as their experimental subjects or motivating systems.

Another concern is about injecting model deviations in the positive configurations. Since we cannot directly manifest the subject system’s controllability features, we can only modify its parameters or inputs to simulate model deviation. This might make our experimental settings less realistic. To address this problem, we carefully design the injected model deviations. For SWaT, the model deviation is based on the reported physical abrasion [8] and network attacks [17]. For RUBiS, the model deviation is designed according to reported failures in web service systems [3]. And for video encoder, we use real-world video streams to simulate the model deviation.

6 RELATED WORK

Control theory has been widely exploited to implement self-adaptive systems for their theoretical guarantees. Some pieces of related work use control-theoretical techniques to refine their architecture-based system model for the managed system. For example, Checiu et al. use a server request model to describe the behavior of an adaptive web service system [15]. Filieri et al. use discrete-time Markov chain model to depict service-oriented applications [22]. Some others use control-theoretical techniques to guide the design of the managing system. Konstantinos et al. [4] propose the CobRA framework for designing self-adaptive web-services, which uses model predictive control to guide the adaptation strategy of the managing system. Gabriel et al. [54] combine control-SASs and
traditional architecture-based SASs by introducing discrete-time Markov chain in their PLA adaptation framework. Different from these pieces of work, the focus of MoD2 is not designing the managing system but providing self-adaptation assurances in the presence of model deviation. In other words, our work can be regarded as a complementary for them by alarming their managing system the occurrence of model deviation.

Model deviation has received the attention of self-adaptation researchers since control-SASs emerged. According to control theory, the precision of the nominal model in control-SASs directly determines the effectiveness of the derived managing systems. Baresi et al. propose using a grey-box discrete-time feedback controller to support robust self-adaptation that can overcome slight model deviation [11]. Filieri et al. use continuous learning mechanisms to keep the nominal model updating at runtime [24]. Maggio et al. use Kalman filter to revise the identified nominal model by updating its state values [49]. Comparing with these pieces of works, our MoD2-based mechanism concentrates on the model deviation that would cause the managing system to violate control properties, as well as the managed system behaving abnormally. Together with these works that address slight deviation of the model parameters, we can achieve model-deviation-free self-adaptation for control-SASs.

The key component of our proposed mechanism is a timely and accurate detector for model deviation, which is similar to the works on abnormal detection. Many research efforts have been contributed to both control theory community and self-adaptation community. Window-based approach is the most-widely used abnormal detection approach in control theory area [32], which is similar to the compared SWDetector approach in Section 5. Ozay et al. propose a set-membership approach to detect property violations occurring in the control system [33, 34]. For self-adaptation researchers, Jiang et al. derive invariants by observing messages exchanged between system components for robotic systems [39]. Chen et al. propose an SVM-based method to detect network attacks to SWaT system [17]. Qin et al. use context information to refine the derived invariants and combine multiple testing results to improve the accuracy of abnormal detection [57].

As we discussed in Section 2, the major difference between our MoD2 and these approaches is that we directly estimate the values of nominal model’s parameters instead of monitoring the system’s output values. By doing so, we reduce the delay time for model deviation detection.

Environmental uncertainty has always been a challenge for self-adaptation researchers. Most of these works focus on uncertainty’s impact on the managed system’s state. Esfahani et al. identify internal uncertainty and external uncertainty and propose a probability-based approach to address both the positive and negative consequences of uncertainty [20]. Ghezzi et al. propose an adaptation framework to manifest non-functional uncertainty via model-based development [28]. Angelopoulos et al. also use Kalman filter to alleviate uncertainty’s impact on the estimated states of the managed system’s nominal model [4]. MoD2’s handling of uncertainty follows these works. However, the focus of our MoD2 is on the uncertainty’s impact on the nominal model’s parameters, which is addressed by our parameter deviation estimation technique.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an adaptation-supervision mechanism with the addition of supervision loop for alleviating the impact of model deviation in control-SASs. The key to our mechanism is a novel detector, MoD2, which combines different techniques, including parameter deviation estimation, uncertainty compensation, and safe region quantification, to balance the detector’s timeliness and accuracy. We conduct experiments to show the effectiveness of MoD2 and the usefulness of MoD2-based adaptation-supervision mechanism.
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